The Edsviken design was created by the architect and designer trio Claesson Koivisto Rune in collaboration
with Almedahls. It origins from an architect project where the building´s shape has been used to create this
pattern.
The design is available as both translucent and blackout fabric for roller blinds as well as drapery fabrics.
The textiles complement each other in offering various solutions for daylight control and interior decoration.
Almedahls offer a wide range of textile materials for architects to create a caring environment and creative
meeting points.
We use the most environmentally friendly ﬂame retardant treatment on the market, which is based on nitrogen and phosphor chemicals. We do not use any bromine, chlorine nor antimony in our coatings. All
fabrics are PVC free. Our ﬂame retardant collection offers uni-colours, prints and textures. The fabrics are
registered for Ökotex.

Sometimes the difference is obvious. Sometimes it can be found
in the intervening space, between the lines. Between light and
dark, warmth and cold. Between sunlight and shade, the open
and the closed. Between indoors and outdoors, the secure and
the insecure. Almedahls makes the difference. www.almedahls.se

experience green
ﬂame retardant fabrics

Edsviken dimout drapery fabric and translucent roller blind fabric, design Claesson
Koivisto Rune combined with carpet Mix, design Lisa Vilhelmson and carpet Yta,
design Johanna Lundgren.
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Translucent roller blind fabrics Printed fabric Edsviken 918337PR Design Claesson Koivisto Rune and uni
fabric 918337. Material 100% polyester with acrylic coating and environmentally friendly phosphor based
ﬂame retardant treatment. Width 235 cm. The 918337 quality can also be used for panels, and the above
uni colours are also be available in 89mm and 127mm vertical blind fabric.
Energy value: gtot=0,43, Fc=0,56
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Blackout roller blind fabrics Printed fabric Edsviken 918334PR Design Claesson Koivisto Rune and uni fabric
918334. Material 100% polyester with acrylic coating and environmentally friendly phosphor based ﬂame
retardant treatment. Width 235 cm. Energy value: gtot=0,27, Fc=0,36
Energy values according to EN 14501:2005 and calculated according to EN 13363-2:2005, based on
Window B (double glass). Fire classiﬁcation: B-s1, d0 according to EN 13501-1:2007, Passes NFPA-701,
M1 according to NF P 92-503, -504 and –505. Ökotex registered.

The Edsviken concept is available as roller blind fabric as well as drapery fabric;
a voile and a dimout, offering many possibilities for combinations.

